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Abstract: This paper reports on the activities carried out in the context of “Dragon project 32278:
Three- and Four-Dimensional Topographic Measurement and Validation”. The research work was
split into three subprojects and encompassed several activities to deliver accurate characterization
of targets on land surfaces and deepen the current knowledge on the exploitation of Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. The goal of Subproject 1 was to validate topographic mapping accuracy
of various ESA, TPM, and Chinese satellite system on test sites in the EU and China; define and
improve validation methodologies for topographic mapping; and develop and setup test sites for the
validation of different surface motion estimation techniques. Subproject 2 focused on the specific
case of spatially and temporally decorrelating targets by using multi-baseline interferometric (InSAR)
and tomographic (TomoSAR) SAR processing. Research on InSAR led to the development of robust
retrieval techniques to estimate target displacement over time. Research on TomoSAR was focused on
testing or defining new processing methods for high-resolution 3D imaging of the interior of forests
and glaciers and the characterization of their temporal behavior. Subproject 3 was focused on nearreal-time motion estimation, considering efficient algorithms for the digestion of new acquisitions
and for changes in problem parameterization.
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The present project “Three- and Four-Dimensional Topographic Measurement and
Validation” (ID: 32278) has been developed with continuity since Dragon-1. In Dragon-1
and Dragon-2, the focus was on DEM generation and surface motion estimation with
medium resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data. Since Dragon-3, SAR datasets of
high spatial and temporal resolution (TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMed) were made available,
and nowadays, thanks to the availability of dense time series from Sentinel-1, accurate
and frequent global coverage has become a reality [1–5]. Moreover, the capabilities of
SAR-based Earth Observation are on their way for a further improvement in the very near
future, thanks to new low-frequency Missions, such as BIOMASS and ROSE-L, that will
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grant enhanced wave penetration in natural media, such as forests and ice [6,7]. This is
the context in which this Dragon-4 project is framed. The overarching goal of the project is
to develop or validate new methodologies to deliver a most complete characterization of
targets on land surfaces and deepen the current knowledge on the exploitation of SAR data.
The research work here reported is split into three subprojects focused on specific tasks:

◦
◦
◦

Validation of elevation and deformation maps produced by SAR Interferometry.
Handling temporal effects on interferometric and tomographic analyses of
natural scenarios.
Near-real-time target motion estimation, considering efficient algorithms to allow
for the digestion of new acquisitions and for a change in the parameterization of the
estimation problem.

The context and research goals specific to each task are detailed in the remainder of
this section. All data analyses were carried out by using self-developed computer codes in
Matlab, Python, C, and C++. The analysis in Subproject 1 was also carried out by using the
SarProZ tool.
1.1. Subproject 1: Topographic Mapping—Validation (TMV)
Digital Elevation Models (DEM) and topographic mapping are important applications
for Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) remote sensing. Typically, SAR interferometry (InSAR)
is used for this, due to the high theoretical precision of the approach. However, due to
temporal decorrelation, i.e., decorrelation of the signal due to changes on the ground
or in the atmosphere between the two acquisitions forming an interferogram, InSAR is
often not applicable in a repeat-pass configuration. A possible way to circumvent this is
by using bi-static InSAR, because in the configuration with one transmitting sensor and
two receiving antennae, the temporal baseline between the acquisitions is minimal and
temporal decorrelation is strongly reduced. Therefore, global DEM generation from InSAR
is typically based on bi-static systems, such as SRTM [8] and TanDEM-X [9].
Beside using phase differences to derive topographic differences between objects on
the ground, similar to photogrammetry, the influence of the topography on the imaging
properties of a SAR image in range direction can be used to derive height differences
between pixels. This approach is typically referred to as SAR stereo radargrammetry or
StereoSAR [10,11]. StereoSAR strongly depends on the ability to detect homologous pixels
in the SAR images, which can be challenging due to the range-dependent geometry of
SAR images and the speckle effect. Due to the similarities between photogrammetry and
StereoSAR, processes and methods from photogrammetry can be extended to be used
for StereoSAR.
An important difference between StereoSAR and photogrammetry is the comparably
stable image geometry of a SAR image. Having a good orbit estimation, SAR offers a
very precise localization methodology that offers absolute positioning in the centimeter
range [1,12,13]. This methodology is generally referred to as SAR geodesy. Beside Earth
dynamical factors, such as solid Earth tides and ocean loading, which can be corrected
with well-known methods from geodesy, the main influencing factor of the SAR signal
positioning in range is the atmospheric delay. This can be separated in a constant dryatmospheric delay, which can be well estimated, and a dynamic delay based on the dynamic
atmospheric conditions, e.g., the water vapor content of the atmosphere [12,14].
In SAR geodesy, the atmospheric delay is estimated from collateral data, such as
available weather models. In the permanent scatterer interferometry (PSInSAR) approaches,
this information is derived from the data itself, using a large number of SAR images and
assuming a spatial correlation of the atmospheric parameters. PSInSAR is an important
technique to estimate surface motion from long time-series of SAR data, by circumventing
temporal decorrelation, estimating the atmospheric phase delay, and solving for the best
fitting solutions from a set of underdetermined linear, or linearized, equations.
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1.2. Subproject 2: Multi-Baseline SAR Processing for 3D/4D Reconstruction (MBSAR)
Based on the fruitful results of research achieved within Dragon-1, -2, and -3, we continued focusing on the retrieval of information on ground target elevation and deformation
in this subproject under Dragon-4. However, the research objective is switching to a more
complete retrieval of 3D and 4D target information from multi-baseline SAR. In this context,
we carried out investigations on new techniques of topographic mapping and deformation
measuring. Regarding topographic mapping, we developed multi-baseline bi-static InSAR
and stereo-radargrammetry methods with high-resolution SAR data pairs for mountainous
areas of complex terrain conditions [15,16]. Regarding measuring deformation in both
urban and rural environments, we refined persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) thermal
dilation modeling for precise deformation monitoring of various man-made infrastructures
such as buildings, bridges, railways, highway, etc. [17–20]. Moreover, we systematically explored time series InSAR analysis with distributed scatterers (DSs), improved tropospheric
path delay correction, and point-like target offset tracking (PTOT) techniques to meet the
needs of landslide and subsidence detection/monitoring [21–24].
In addition to research on advanced interferometry, much interest in the SAR area
has been given in the last two decades to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Tomography
(TomoSAR) [25]. The rationale of TomoSAR is easily understood by considering it as
an extension of SAR imaging from 2D to 3D. Conventional SAR systems transmit short
pulses and receive the echoes backscattered by the illuminated targets along a single flight
line, i.e., a 1D synthetic aperture in the SAR jargon. In this way, the received signal can
be focused through digital signal processing techniques to produce a 2D image of the
illuminated area, where targets are resolved in the range/azimuth plane. TomoSAR imaging is based on the collection of multiple flight lines, i.e., a 2D synthetic aperture. This
allows focusing the received signal not only in the range/azimuth plane, as in conventional 2D SAR imaging, but also in elevation, therefore achieving 3D imaging capabilities.
Related applications have been developed ranging from urban layover solution [25–30]
to natural media [25–27,31–71] full 3D imaging. Differential Tomography viz full 4D SAR
imaging [43] was also originated, for joint elevation and deformation retrieval of multiple
targets in urban scenes [28–30,43]. Concerning the natural scenarios, large part of the
research in the last years has focused on studying the internal structure of distributed
media, such as forests, snow, and ice bodies, by the technique of TomoSAR [25–27,31–71].
Research on the use of P-Band waves (wavelength ≈ 70 cm), in particular, has accelerated
since 2007 in view of the future P-Band space-borne Mission BIOMASS, which will be
launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2023 with the aim of providing forest
Above Ground Biomass (AGB) accurately and globally [12]. Early research for the distributed media application was generally aimed at tomographic image reconstruction,
including first extensive application of super-resolution Capon Tomography [26,27] to
distributed targets [44], and at extensive a phenomenological interpretation of tomographic
data, to complement traditional radiometric, polarimetric, and interferometric measurements [27,35,36,52,63]. Later, TomoSAR was demonstrated to be a most valuable tool to
retrieve forest canopy height [69], and, by virtue of the penetration capabilities of P-Band
waves, sub-canopy terrain topography [54,60,67]. In parallel, research on Tomography
was carried out at L-Band (wavelength ≈ 25 cm) as well, motivated by the proposal of the
L-Band bistatic SAR systems Tandem-L and SAOCOM-CS [37,56]. Important results are
those concerning separation of ground and volume scattering, the impact of weather and
seasonal changes [57,59], and forest classification [57–60,63]. Importantly, TomoSAR was
demonstrated to provide a much closer link to forest biomass than conventional 2D SAR
images both at P- and L-Band, and could be successfully used to derive novel and accurate
AGB retrieval methods [31,32,39,40]. As a result, SAR Tomography has been assigned a
dedicated 14-month acquisition phase in the context of the forthcoming ESA Earth Explorer
mission BIOMASS, and it has increasingly been considered as a selling point for future
bistatic missions operating at L-Band and higher frequencies. Still, large part of these
works could not consider the role of temporal effects, since tomographic data used in the
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experiments were acquired in a single day and under sunny weather conditions. The role of
temporal decorrelation was investigated in Reference [38], using data from the tower-based
campaign TropiSCAT, which provided detailed indications on the vertical structure of
temporal decorrelation. Nonetheless, the analysis did not directly consider the impact
of temporal decorrelation and weather conditions on tomographic imaging and suffered
from the obvious limitation of providing data from a very limited area. In this context,
the concept of extending Differential Tomography imaging for information extraction in
dynamic forest layers was proposed, proper were algorithms developed [45–47,49], and
some experimental trials were carried out by using 2-month time span P-band airborne
BioSAR 1 data [45,46,49]. In particular, new tomographic algorithms were developed
able to compensate for temporal effects through Differential Tomography [46,47,49], and
concurrent separation of long-term temporal decorrelation mechanisms of canopy and
ground was also first demonstrated at large scale [45,49]. Part of the activities on SAR
Tomography here reported are dedicated to filling the gaps in these previous researches.
Firstly, in this paper, we present new experimental analyses to quantify the impact on
temporal decorrelation on AGB retrieval by TomoSAR. Then we broaden the research by
extending experimental tests of the advanced tomographic algorithms robust to temporal
decorrelation [46,47,49] based on the concept of Differential Tomography [29,43]. Finally,
in addition to temporal effects, we also carefully consider the need for very high resolution
Tomographic imaging of natural media, showing the need for dedicated processing in the
case where deep penetration occurs.
1.3. Subproject 3: Towards Near-Real-Time InSAR Estimation
The standard InSAR approaches based on data from orbiting satellite SAR platforms
do not allow near real-time InSAR measurements, either DEM or deformation, considering
the delay in the satellite revisit time and the limitations in the current data-processing
techniques. In particular, when 3D deformation measurements are required, much longer
delay in time is typically needed to acquire the necessary SAR datasets for calculating
the 3D deformation information [72]. In this part of the project, we aim to address some
of the problems by studying the quality of DEM generated from geosynchronous SAR,
3D deformation information retrieval based on an integration of 1D InSAR deformation
measurement and a deformation model, and real-time structural dynamic deformation
measurements based on a ground-based radar system, as well as issues such as better
correction of tropospheric and ionospheric effects in InSAR measurements [73,74].
2. Project, Subprojects, EO, and Other Data Utilization
2.1. List of Subprojects, Teaming, and Academic Exchanges
2.1.1. Topographic Mapping—Validation (TMV)
Chinese and European PIs: Timo Balz and Norbert Haala.
Chinese Young Students: Jinghui Wang.
Academic exchanges: the main exchange of the team was the academic visit of the
Chinese Young Scientist Jinghui Wang at the Institute for Photogrammetry (ifp) at the
University Stuttgart for one year. The cooperation based on this continues until today, with
Jinghui Wang working towards her PhD based on the joint research in the combination of
photogrammetric approaches for StereoSAR.
2.1.2. Multi-Baseline SAR Processing for 3D/4D Reconstruction (MBSAR)
Chinese and European PIs: Mingsheng Liao, Stefano Tebaldini, Fabrizio Lombardini
(co-PI, PI on ESA contractual side).
European Young Students: Mauro Mariotti d’Alessandro, Alessandro Vinciguerra,
Claudia Zoppetti.
Chines Young Students: Xinwei Yang, Yu Bai, Yanghai Yu.
Academic exchanges: the team has tightly collaborated over the years through a
number of academic exchanges from China to Europe and vice versa. Professor Fabio
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Rocca spent a three-week period at LIESMARS in April 2018 and gave the Keynote speech
by F. Rocca at the 2nd P-Band workshop. Professor Tebaldini gave the Keynote speech at
the China High Resolution Earth Observation Conference, held at the Wuhan University,
17 September 2017. Professor Minghsheng Liao spent a one-month visit at Politecnico di
Milano in fall 2018. Three Chinese Young Scientists decided to spend a one- or two-year
period at Politecnico di Milano under the supervision of Professor Tebaldini.
2.1.3. Towards Near-Real-Time InSAR Deformation Estimation
Chinese and European PIs: Xiaoli Ding, Lei Zhang, Ramon Hanssen.
Chines Young Students: Mi Jiang, Hongyu Liang, Xiaoqiong Qin, Songbo Wu, Bochen
Zhang, Wu Zhu.
Travels and visits: Ramon Hanssen visited the group at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University twice over the project duration, and Xiaoli Ding visited Delft once to
discuss collaborations.
Academic exchanges: A PhD student, now Dr. Mi Jiang spent half a year at the Delft
to undertake research under the supervision of Professor Ramon Hanssen. In addition, a
PhD student, now Dr. Xiaoqiong Qin, spent about one year at The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University as a jointly supervised student.
2.2. Description and Summary Table of EO and Other Data Utilized
The project made use of tens of space-borne SAR images in stripmap and highresolution spotlight mode from different satellite sensors, including TerraSAR-X, ALOS
PALSAR, ALOS-2, and Sentinel 1.
In addition to satellite data, the project made use of data acquired in the context of
dedicated ground-based and airborne campaigns by ESA. ESA campaign data include
the following:

◦

◦

◦

◦

TropiSCAT: TropiSCAT was implemented in 2011 as a P-Band ground-based campaign at tropical forest in Paracou, in French Guiana, with the aim of continuously
monitoring the vertical structure of a tropical forests for a time span of over one
year [38].
BioSAR 1: BioSAR 1 is an airborne campaign implemented in 2007 at the semi-boreal
forest in Remningstorp, Southern Sweden. SAR P-Band data provide tomographic
imaging capabilities and acquisitions collected over a time span of two months [32].
AfriSAR: AfriSAR is an airborne campaign implemented in 2015 at different tropical
forest sites in Gabon. The P-Band data used for this project are those acquired at the
site of La Lopé, which provide tomographic imaging capabilities and acquisitions
collected over a time span of 9 days. The data are complemented by Lidar-derived
maps of terrain topography and forest height [33].
AlpTomoSAR: AlpTomoSAR is an L-Band airborne campaign implemented in 2014
to provide 3D imaging of the interior of the Mittelbergferner glacier, in Austrian
Alps [65].

3. Subprojects’ Research and Approach
3.1. Topographic Mapping—Validation (TMV)
3.1.1. Research Aims
The research in Dragon-4 was focusing on three points.

•
•
•

Improvements in DEM generation with amplitude-based methods.
Improving the absolute positioning accuracy with SAR geodetic approaches.
Using PSInSAR and similar methods and extending the usability of PSInSAR for
bi-static and mono-static pursuit stacks.
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3.1.2. Research Approach
StereoSAR with Semi-Global Matching
Semi-Global Matching (SGM) is commonly used in photogrammetry. It can be transferred to StereoSAR, under the precondition of generating epipolar image pairs from the
corresponding SAR stereo image pairs. A projection trajectory method assisted by an
external DEM is applied to generate the rectified epipolar images [11]. With the incorporation of the 3 arc-second SRTM, the inherent geometric distortion of a SAR image, e.g.,
foreshortening, could be largely eliminated in epipolar images, as long as the geometric
distortions remain unambiguous. The SGM algorithm is composed of five main steps:
matching cost computation, cost aggregation, disparity computation, disparity refinement,
and disparity fusion. First, the matching cost is calculated by using the similarity measure
function to measure the similarity of the patches of the left and right images. Common
measurement functions include square variance SD, absolute difference AD, sum of squares
of difference SSD, absolute difference and SAD, normalized correlation coefficient (NCC),
mutual information MI, census, etc. Then, cost aggregation is used to accumulate matching
costs within a window of the current pixel and form data items of the parallax energy
function, in order to achieve the effect of the local parallax constraint. Disparity estimation
is the solution of the parallax energy function composed of data items and smoothing
items. At present, several commonly used optimization methods are graph cutting method,
dynamic programming, BP algorithm, and so on.
Finally, by rigorous Range–Doppler forward intersection, the geodetic coordinates
(lat, lon, and h) are extracted for the dense homogenous points obtained by SGM. The final
DSM is retrieved after triangular interpolation [75,76].
Absolute Positioning of Point-Targets with SAR Geodesy
With SAR interferometry being an inherently relative measurement, digital surface
models (DSM) derived from InSAR are relative to a given reference point in the image. To
transform them into absolute heights, and therefore also correctly geo-correct the data, a
reference point is necessary.
SAR geodesy offers the possibility to derive precise absolute position of point-targets
from a pair acquired in a stereo geometry. A point target with a high signal-to-clutter
ratio is required to achieve a high degree of sub-pixel precision. Global dynamics, such as
the solid Earth tides, can be calculated based on many available tools from geodesy. The
challenging part is the correction for the atmosphere. However, the dynamical part of the
atmosphere is responsible only for delays in the decimeter range, whereas the larger part
of the atmospheric delay, the so-called dry-atmosphere, is responsible for a delay >1 m.
The meta data of TerraSAR-X provide an estimation of the dry-atmosphere delay in range,
as well as a correction for the azimuth timing error. Based on this alone, position accuracies
in the decimeter range are possible, which is stable, easy to achieve and sufficient for many
applications that require sub-meter precision [12].
PSInSAR for Mono-Static Pursuit Data
Typical SAR satellite constellations provide repeat-pass data, ideal for PSInSAR analysis. Systems that are designed for DEM generation, such as the TanDEM-X mission, provide
bi-static data, minimizing the temporal decorrelation. The small temporal baseline between
the acquisitions is the main feature of this, making bi-static pairs themselves useless for
estimating motion, as a measurement of motion requires a sufficient temporal difference
between the acquisitions. Furthermore, the data-acquisition schemes of satellites for DEM
generation normally ensure global coverage and do not build large stacks over certain
areas of interest usable for PSInSAR. However, such stacks do exist from the TanDEM-X
mission in certain areas and with more upcoming bi- and multi-static systems, such as
Harmony or HRWS, more stacks of bi- and multi-static data for surface-motion estimation
will be available.
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Deriving surface motion from such data requires adjustments to the processing scheme.
In our experiment, we worked with another type of experimental SAR data from the
TanDEM-X science phase, the so-called mono-static pursuit data. In the mono-static pursuit
mode, TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X are not operated in bi-static mode but are shifted
towards a 10-s temporal baseline and acquire data independently in the classical monostatic acquisition mode. This allows for direct processing in the available software that is
used for standard mono-static data processing, without implementing the bi-static data
handling. Nevertheless, the huge difference between the 10-s pairs and the 11-day pairs
formed by any two consecutive passes of TerraSAR-X can lead to numerical problems in
processing and require special handling. For this we separated the estimation of the target
height from the estimation of the velocity, basing the former on the bi-static pairs and the
latter on the 11-day pairs.
3.2. Multi-Baseline SAR Processing for 3D/4D Reconstruction (MBSAR)
3.2.1. Research Aims
Fully exploitation of distributed scatterers (DSs) with typical characteristics of gradually decorrelating for improved deformation measurements has become a hot topic in the
research field of time series SAR interferometry over the last decade. In this project, we
focused on addressing the following problems:

◦
◦
◦

◦

How to increase the number and spatial density of measurement points in natural
environment by combining persistent scatterers (PSs) and DSs?
How to design a robust algorithm to identify DSs from small data stacks?
To what extent the improvement in deformation measurement can be achieved by
using DSs when compared with PSI and SBAS in the context of landslide detection
and monitoring?
What information on geohazards can be derived from InSAR observations over
various time scales?

Large part of the research on SAR Tomography was focused on assessing the impact of
temporal effects and testing proper countermeasures. In particular, the following questions
were addressed:

◦
◦

What will be the impact of changing weather conditions on AGB retrieval based on
BIOMASS Tomographic data and Interferometric data?
Can we confirm that it possible to compensate for temporal decorrelation effects by
exploiting suitable signal processing algorithms based on Differential Tomography?

In addition to temporal effects, the research has considered two further topics related
to tomographic processing:

◦
◦

What is the most accurate signal processing approach for forest-height retrieval based
on tomographic data?
What are the driving requirements for very high resolution tomographic imaging of
natural scenarios?

3.2.2. Research Approach
Development of Algorithms for DS Identification and Preprocessing
DS targets in natural environments are usually associated with the concept of statistically homogeneous pixels (SHPs) that refers to a group of SAR image pixels sharing highly
similar backscattering characteristics. Therefore, SHPs identification does constitute the
key issue for the exploitation of DS targets. Classical DS algorithms, such as SqueeSARTM
employ the Kolmogrov–Smirnov (K–S), test to evaluate inter-pixel similarity to select candidate SHPs from a long stack of SAR datasets [77]. However, K–S test is not suitable to
small data stacks, and it only makes use of SAR pixel intensity information.
In order to solve this problem, we proposed a new approach named Coherent Scatterer
Interferometry (CSI) to employ the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test, see for example [78], instead of K–S test to evaluate inter-pixel similarity over a short data stack [79].
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Particularly, the Wishart distributed complex covariance matrix (CCM) rather than pixel
intensity only is taken as the input for the GLR test. Then, a threshold determined by the
asymptotic distribution of the logarithm of GLR test statistics at a fixed significance level
is used to select spatial SHPs for the reference pixel. In addition to SHPs selection, the
proposed CSI method employed the phase linking algorithm to estimate optimal phase
for each candidate DS pixel [79]. Compared with the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm adopted by SqueeSARTM [77], the phase linking algorithm can achieve
much higher computational efficiency [80].
Improved Landslide Investigation by Joint Exploitation of DS and PS Targets
InSAR technology has long been applied to landslide investigation since the era of
ERS-1/2 satellites. However, the effectiveness and reliability of InSAR results are usually
problematic due to the unfavorable impacts of decorrelation effects and atmospheric
disturbances. Although time series InSAR techniques can overcome these problems by
focusing on persistent scatterers (PSs) and excluding those decorrelating pixels from
analyses, a big problem often encountered in practical applications is the limited number
and spatial density of measurement points (MPs) in natural environments, which makes
the result interpretation very difficult. Aiming at this problem, we explored the possibility
of using both DS and PS targets to increase MPs as much as possible so as to improve the
quality of InSAR results. Specifically, the above mentioned CSI method was applied to
landslide detection and monitoring in different test sites.
For the Danba area located in Southwest China, we first focused on the well-known
Jiaju landslide and a stack of 19 L-Band ALOS PALSAR images were analyzed by using
PSI, SBAS and CSI, respectively. Updated spatial pattern of surface deformation across
the Jiaju landslide was then identified from time series InSAR results. Next, wide-area
InSAR analyses were carried out to detect potential landslide hazards distributed along the
upstream of Dadu River. For the Sunkoshi area of North Nepal, we analyzed multi-source
satellite SAR data to characterize the evolution life cycle of the Sunkoshi landslide close to
the Araniko Highway. In particular, pre-disaster surface displacements of this landslide
during 2007–2011 was retrieved from 20 scenes of ALOS PALSAR images, while both
L-Band ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 and C-Band Sentinel-1 data stacks were processed to quantify
the post-disaster long-term deformations.
Assessment of Temporal Effects on SAR Tomography
Temporal effects were studied on an experimental basis, using data from the groundbased campaign TropiSCAT and from the two airborne campaigns BioSAR 1 and
AfriSAR [32,33,38]. TropiSCAT data were used to directly mimic BIOMASS acquisitions
by analyzing tomograms formed by taking the signals acquired by different antennas on
different days. Since BIOMASS tomography is implemented by taking acquisitions, each
separated by three days, we considered tomograms obtained by taking two TropiSCAT
antennas every 3 days (and three antennas on the last day), which means that any single tomogram can be obtained by mixing seven different days. As in Reference [70], we
hereafter refer to these tomograms as “7-day tomograms”. Each 7-day tomogram is associated with an “instantaneous tomogram” obtained by taking all 15 antennas at 6:00 a.m.
on the seventh day, which is used as reference. Tomographic processing is then carried
out by focusing the acquisitions from seven days in ground range-height coordinates by
time-domain back projection. As a result, it was possible to form 66 7-day tomograms, of
which 61 included acquisitions with both sunny and rainy days, so as to provide a clear
experimental assessment of the radiometric error due to changing weather conditions. The
error was then translated to an AGB retrieval error based on the observed sensitivity of
tomographic data to forest biomass at the TropiSCAT site, which was known from airborne
measurements [70].
The evaluation of the impact of temporal decorrelation on AGB retrieval based on
interferometric data was carried out with reference to the ground-cancellation technique in-
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troduced in References [81,82]. The technique consists in a coherent combination of two or
three SAR images that allows to cancel out the ground echo and emphasize canopy backscattering, and it is currently assumed as the baseline retrieval approach for BIOMASS [82].
Our analysis consisted of implementing the ground-cancellation technique, using airborne
campaign data acquired on the same day and on different days (time lags of 4, 5, and
9 days). In doing so, we were able to provide a direct measurement of the radiometric error
due to temporal decorrelation [53].
Differential SAR Tomography for Robustness to Decorrelation
The potential of advanced processing based on Differential Tomography concepts [43],
to get robustness in tomographic imaging in presence of temporal decorrelation, was
studied with particular reference to the fully model-based 4/5D method first introduced
in Reference [46] and formalized in Reference [47], which allows to estimate temporal
parameters such as target velocity or vibration rate. This approach, Generalized-MUSIC
Differential Tomography, avoids the misinterpretation of spurious temporal harmonics,
corresponding to the scatterers temporal perturbations coded by (long-term) decorrelation,
with the spatial (baseline) harmonics corresponding to the vertical scene. This is obtained
by framing the tomographic imaging from spatial-only to space–time, and generalizing
the well-known super-resolution MUSIC processor [26,27] to match the nuisance temporal
spectra (and possible collective phase shift trends) [47]. A semi-parametric GeneralizedCapon Differential Tomography was first conceived and experimented in Reference [45], as
well, robustifying the well-known Capon Tomography [26,27]. To confirm the possibility
of mitigating temporal decorrelation effects by performing tomographic imaging through
Differential Tomography, first demonstrated in Reference [46], the original GeneralizedMUSIC trials were extended, and a comparison with plain spatial-only MUSIC Tomography
was also carried out. The methods were applied to P-Band data with a two-month time
span from the ESA campaign BioSAR 1.
Tomographic Forest-Height Retrieval
Optimal processing for forest-height retrieval was addressed by implementing and
comparing two different approaches [69]: (1) parametric height estimation by minimizing
the least-square problem between random volume over ground (RVoG) model predictions
and multi-baseline SAR data and (2) thresholding the vertical backscattering obtained by
tomographic focusing. Both approaches were applied to the case of P-Band data collected
during the AfriSAR campaign and validated against Lidar measurements.
Very High Resolution Tomographic Processing of Natural Media
Optimal processing of tomographic data was addressed by studying imaging artefacts
that arise when conventional one-dimensional (1D) focusing methods, such as beamforming or Capon filtering [27], are applied to process data collected by using largely spaced
and/or largely irregular trajectories. A new processing method was proposed to produce
high-quality imaging while largely reducing the computational burden, and without having to process the original raw data. The analysis was validated by results from numerical
simulations, as well as from real airborne data from the ESA campaign AlpTomoSAR [71].
3.3. Towards Near-Real-Time InSAR Estimation
3.3.1. Research Aims
We aim in this project to address the identified problems in the existing InSAR approaches in near-real-time InSAR measurements. The objectives include in particular,

•
•
•
•

Studying quality of daily DEM generated from geosynchronous SAR;
Estimation of 3D surface displacement based on InSAR and deformation modeling;
Better correction of tropospheric and ionospheric effects in InSAR measurements;
Measurement of structural dynamics based on ground-based radar systems.
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3.3.2. Research Approaches
Daily DEM Generation from Geosynchronous SAR Data
Airborne and low earth orbit (LEO) space-borne interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR) has been proved to be a valuable tool for DEM generation. However, limited
by the cost and satellite repeat cycles, it is hardly possible to generate or update DEM very
frequently (e.g., on a daily basis) for a very large area (e.g., continental scale or greater).
Geosynchronous synthetic aperture radar (GEOSAR) satellites fly in geostationary Earth
orbits, allowing to observe the same ground area with a very short revisit time (daily
or shorter). This offers a great potential for daily DEM generation that is desirable but
impossible to date with space-borne sensors. We have systematically analyzed the quality
of daily GEOSAR DEM [80]. The results indicate that the accuracy of daily GEOSAR DEM
is in general much lower than what can be achieved with typical LEO SAR sensors and
therefore it is important to develop techniques to mitigate the effects of the various errors
in GEOSAR DEM generation in order to generate more accurate daily DEM [72].
Modeling and Correcting for Tropospheric and Ionospheric Effects
Tropospheric delays (TDs) in differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) measurements are mainly caused by spatial and temporal variation of pressure,
temperature, and humidity between SAR acquisitions. These delays are one of the most
significant error sources in InSAR observations. Although independent atmospheric measurements have been used to correct TDs, their sparse spatial or temporal resolution leads
to uncertainties in the corrected interferograms. The performance of the conventional
phase-based correction method is not always effective due to the presence of compounding signals (e.g., TDs, deformation, and topographic errors) and spatial variability of the
troposphere. We have proposed a method that can simultaneously estimate in the framework of multi-temporal InSAR the stratified TDs together with parameters of deformation
and topographic errors based on their distinct spatial–temporal features [73]. Spatial
variability of the relationship between TDs and topographic height is addressed through
localized estimation in windows divided by a quadtree based technique according to the
elevation gradient.
We have also proposed a new method for more accurate estimation of the ionospheric
phase screen (IPS) based on both azimuth and range displacement field maps [74]. We
applied ALOS-PALSAR data that were acquired before and after the 2008 Wenchuan
earthquake and the 2010 Darfield earthquake to test the proposed method. The case
studies have showed that ionospheric azimuth streaks were clearly visible in the azimuth
displacement field maps, one of which was generated by using MAI algorithm and the other
by using an offset-tracking algorithm. The results confirmed that the long-wavelength
ionospheric artifacts in the non-coseismic regions could be corrected by the use of the
proposed method. The line-of-sight (LOS) displacement corrections in the two cases,
Wenchuan and Darfield, were in the range of −35.9 to 21.0 cm and −6.6 to 10.0 cm along
the LOS direction, respectively.
Estimation of 3D Surface Displacement Based on InSAR and Deformation Modeling
A new approach has been proposed for mapping 3D surface displacement caused by
subsurface fluid volumetric change based on 1D InSAR line-of-sight measurements and
surface deformation modeling [83]. The relationship between surface deformation and
source fluid volumetric change is modeled according to an elastic half-space theory. A
distinctive advantage of the proposed approach is that it effectively extends the capability
of the sun-synchronous orbit side-looking synthetic aperture radar that has been essentially
only able to measure 1D displacements accurately or at most 2D displacements when
InSAR measurements from more than one orbit or platform are combined.
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Dynamic Behaviors of Structures from Ground-Based Radar
We have carried out experimental studies to monitor the displacements of long-span
bridges with a terrestrial microwave radar interferometer [84]. A technique for fusing
the measurements from two receiving antennas of the radar instrument was proposed.
In addition, a two-step phase unwrapping approach was also tested. The results have
revealed the bridge dynamic responses under different loading conditions, including
winds, vehicle traffic, and passing trains. The results have also shown that the terrestrial
microwave radar interferometer can be used to monitor the dynamics of long-span bridges
with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions.
4. Research Results and Conclusions
4.1. Topographic Mapping—Validation (TMV)
4.1.1. SAR Geodesy Based on Dry-Atmosphere
We validated the geolocation accuracy of high-resolution spotlight-mode TSX image
over Wuhan, see Figure 1. The TSX metadata includes information on the expected delay
caused by the atmosphere, without the influence of the dynamic weather situation. Based
on this information alone, sub-meter geolocation accuracy for a stereo SAR configuration
can be achieved based on the Range–Doppler model [12].

Figure 1. Position of the corner reflectors CR-1 and CR-2 used in the experiment.

With this simple approach, TSX data can be used to extract the geolocation of targets
and retrieve GCPs for ortho-rectification of other remote sensing imagery. The achievable sub-meter positioning is enough for various applications. Higher accuracies can be
reached by including dynamic weather information. However, the weather models used
for estimating the dynamic path delay are not always correct and can contain large errors. Thus, although generally the accuracy will be improved by integrating such weather
models, under some circumstances, the errors from these models can lead to much higher
errors as when basing the positioning only on the TSX metadata. This approach can therefore be more stable and even be advantageous, if sub-meter positioning is the goal. For
decimeter or sub-decimeter positioning requirements, including the wet-atmosphere is
necessary, though.
4.1.2. PSInSAR with Mono-Static Pursuit Data
In the pursuit-monostatic mode, two satellites fly in the same orbit, one behind
another, with an increased along-track baseline of 20 km, which is equal to a temporal
baseline of about 10 s. This distance allows both satellites to transmit and receive signals
independently. For each target scene, an independent image pair can be obtained within
a time interval of 10 s. In our experiment [13], we used a stack of 7 mono-static pursuit
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image pairs (i.e., 14 images) of very high resolution staring spotlight images acquired over
Guangzhou in China (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Mean amplitude image of the TSX mono-static pursuit stack over Guangzhou used in our experiment © DLR, 2015.

Images acquired in the mono-static pursuit mode are similar to images acquired
from a bi-static image acquisition, because the temporal baseline of 10 s is also very
small and temporal decorrelation is minimized. The advantage for our application lies
in the direct usability of pursuit monostatic data, which can be processed with standard
PSInSAR processing tools, without the need to implement bi-static processing. Therefore,
mono-static pursuit data are useful as an intermediary step when developing PSInSAR for
bi-static stacks.
The main difficulty in processing such stacks is the huge difference in temporal baselines between the 10-s pairs and the 11-day temporal baselines between the pairs. Mixing
these images together in a standard PSInSAR processing can cause various numerical
problems when phase residuals in the 10-s pairs are being treated as range differences of
the target. This should be avoided, for example by defining that there cannot be a motion
induced phase element in the 10-s pairs.
As in such a way the 10-s pairs do not contribute to the velocity estimation, we
separated the height from the velocity estimation completely. We used only the 10-s
pairs for estimating the residual height of each PS point. This drastically improves the
reliability of the height estimation, as the height is estimated from motion- and temporaldecorrelation-free images. In a second step, the estimated residual heights are fixed and
the remaining 11-day pairs are only used for velocity estimation. The main advantage of
this approach is the high precision of the building height estimation, which is especially
prevalent for processing the skyscrapers in Guangzhou, as shown in Figure 3.
4.2. Multi-Baseline SAR Processing for 3D/4D Reconstruction (MBSAR)
4.2.1. Results
Improved Landslide Detection and Monitoring in Danba of Southwest China
The Danba County of Sichuan Province in Southwest China is well-known as a natural
museum of geohazards. One of the most famous geohazards is the giant Jiaju landslide
in the Niexia Township, upon which several Tibetan villages are located and rated as the
most beautiful village in China. However, the local residents have long been threatened
by the landslide activities. The M-shaped black curve shown in Figure 4 outlines the
boundary of Jiaju landslide identified by previous studies through visual interpretation
of high-resolution optical imagery, as well as field survey. The colored dots represent
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measurement points derived by three time-series InSAR methods, i.e., PSI, SBAS, and the
proposed CSI [21]. The red color represents displacement away from the SAR satellite
along the radar line-of-sight (LOS) direction, while the green color stands for stable areas.

Figure 3. Estimated PS points with the residual height color-coded in Guangzhou.

Figure 4. Results of time series InSAR analyses over the Jiaju landslide in Danba derived from L-Band ALOS PALSAR data
by different approaches: (a) PSI, (b) SBAS, and (c) CSI. The Dadu River flows from north to south through the landslide toe.

First, according to the InSAR results, the original boundary underestimated the area
of active landslide deformation evidently, especially in the northern part of the slope.
Therefore, an updated landslide boundary can be determined from high-quality InSAR
results. Second, the number and density of MPs in the CSI result are much higher than
those in PSI and SBAS results, and the CSI-measured displacement field shows more
distinct spatial pattern, which confirms that joint exploitation of DS and PS targets can
effectively mitigate the problem of low measurement reliability due to insufficient MPs.
Inspired by the significant improvements achieved for the Jiaju landslide, we expanded the application of CSI method to the wide area of Danba County along the valley
of Dadu River. By setting the stability threshold of annual mean LOS displacement rate as
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±8 mm/year, we detected and identified 17 unstable slopes in total. Effectiveness of the
results was validated by a field survey in April 2017. Detailed information can be found in
our previous publication [19].
InSAR-Measured Evolution Life Cycle of the Sunkoshi Landslide in North Nepal
The Sunkoshi landslide is located at the northern half of the Araniko Highway linking
Nepal and Tibet of China. A catastrophic collapse of this landslide happened on 2 August
2014, resulting in enormous casualties and severe damages of the highway. Although a
diversion road around the Sunkoshi landslide was put into operation in September 2015
and the traffic was flowing again on the Araniko Highway, the residual unstable rock mass
on the slope may pose a long-term threat to the transportation safety. Therefore, continuous
monitoring of the slope stability becomes a critical task to ensure the smooth operation of
the Araniko Highway. In this study, the evolution life cycle of the Sunkoshi landslide was
characterized by multi-source InSAR analyses [22].
First, 20 scenes of ALOS PALSAR data acquired from January 2007 to January 2011
were analyzed by using both SBAS and CSI methods to retrieve the pre-disaster surface
displacements of the Sunkoshi landslide. As shown in Figure 5, the CSI result revealed the
displacement field with much more details than SBAS once again as expected. According
to the result, the upper part of the landslide has long become unstable before collapse, with
the maximum mean LOS displacement rate of about −30 mm/year.

Figure 5. Results of pre-disaster annual deformation rate of Sunkoshi landslide derived by (a) SBAS and (b) CSI methods,
separately. The Sunkoshi River and Araniko Highway are rendered in their original locations before destruction. The
subfigures on the lower-left corner show the histograms of standard deviation distribution of deformation rate.

Second, 11 scenes of ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data and 82 scenes of Sentinel-1 data covering
different time spans were processed by SBAS–InSAR method to evaluate the post-disaster
stability of the Sunkoshi landslide. Both results shown in Figure 6 clearly indicated that the
upper part of the slope was still in actively deforming since late 2014, which might evolve
into a secondary failure in the future under the impacts of various factors, such as gravity,
weathering, rainfall, earthquake, etc. Therefore, regular monitoring of the slope stability
with operational SAR data acquisitions should be carried out to facilitate landslide risk
management and disaster early warning.
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Figure 6. Post-disaster annual mean LOS deformation rate of Sunkoshi landslide measured by (a) ALOS-2 data during the
period from September 2014 to October 2017, and (b) Sentinel-1 data during the period from January 2017 to October 2019.
The repaired road and dredged river are also rendered. The subfigures on the lower-left corner show the histograms of
standard deviation distribution of deformation rate.

Assessment of Temporal Effects on SAR Tomography
The analysis of 7-day tomograms acquired under varying weather conditions with
respect to reference “all-sunny” tomograms allowed to clearly quantify radiometric errors
due to changing weather. Results clearly indicate that the intensity of scattering elements
within the canopy layer is more stable than the intensity of scattering elements at ground
level. The variation of the tomographic signal at canopy level can be assessed in about
1–1.5 dB r.m.s. (1 sigma) in cross-polarization [70].
The analysis of the AfriSAR dataset allowed us to analyze the radiometric variation
of ground-canceled images as formed by taking images acquired at a temporal baseline
ranging of 0, 4, 5, and 9 days, as shown in the top panels of Figure 1. The intensities of
ground-canceled images at 4, 5, and 9 days were further analyzed to quantify the variation
w.r.t. ground-canceled images from data collected on the same day. Results are shown
in the bivariate histograms in the bottom panels of Figure 7. Here, it is immediate to see
that the variation is larger for low-intensity regions, that correspond to short vegetation
and low biomass. Regions characterized by taller trees are observed to be more robust to
temporal decorrelation, showing a radiometric variation of 1 dB at most [55].
Differential SAR Tomography for Decorrelation-Robust Tomography
The analysis applied to P-Band BioSAR 1 data of the functionality of tomographic
focusing robust to temporal decorrelation through Differential Tomography, as introduced
in References [46,47], w.r.t. plain Tomography with spatial-only processing (of the same
model-based nature for a fair comparison), allowed to confirm the capability of the technique, Generalized MUSIC Differential Tomography [47] in particular providing reliable
imaging results, with quality and height resolution sensibly better than conventional
MUSIC Tomography [48,50]. It is worth noting that the dataset was well suited for the
robust Tomography application, despite the long two-month time span, being the 9 track
baseline-time acquisition pattern quite sparse [47], as beneficial for discriminating the
spatial (baseline) and temporal harmonics in the Differential Tomography processing.
A typical Generalized MUSIC tomogram (pseudo-power viz fitting degree, as common
in model-based tomographic processors) is shown in Figure 8a. It is apparent how the
canopy and ground layers are much more frequently and neatly resolved than by conventional MUSIC, whose pseudo-power is reported in Figure 8b. Thanks to the partial
compensation of typical long-term decorrelation effects causing height blurring in MUSIC,
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Generalized MUSIC Differential Tomography is more sensitive and results in a generally
higher tomogram sharpness.

Figure 7. (a) Intensity associated with ground-canceled images for different time lags separating
master and slave images. Data from DLR AfriSAR, La Lopé. (b) Bivariate histograms showing
the relationship between ground-canceled intensity at a temporal baseline of 4, 5, and 9 days w.r.t.
ground-canceled intensity, using images from the same day.

Figure 8. (a) Tomogram from Differential Tomography. Data from BioSAR 1, Remningstorp. (b) Corresponding tomogram
from plain Tomography.

Tomographic Forest-Height Retrieval
Forest-height retrieval from multi-baseline P-Band SAR data was addressed by using
data from AfriSAR to compare parametric (RVoG) and non-parametric retrieval (thresholding). Both algorithms were observed to provide reliable results for forest-height values
ranging from 30 to 50 m. In this height range, no substantial bias was observed, and
dispersion turned out to be about 3 m or better. Height retrieval by tomography turned
out to be slightly less dispersed than in the case of model-based inversion, although at the
expense of a larger bias whenever forest height is lower than about 20 m [69].
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Very High Resolution Tomographic Processing of Natural Media
The research in this direction resulted in a new processing technique to simultaneously
correct for navigational errors and perform 3D focusing while correctly accounting for
range and azimuth migration. This approach was validated by using L-Band data from
AlpTomoSAR, where it was observed to produce much higher quality than conventional
focusing approaches based on 1D spectral estimation [71].
4.3. Towards Near-Real-Time InSAR Estimation
Results
Selected results from the research are presented in this section. Figure 9 shows the
errors in a DEM generated from GEOSAR data due to baseline errors with respect to
different lengths of spatial baselines (i.e., 0 to 200 km) and baseline inclination angles (i.e.,
0◦ , ±30◦ , ±60◦ , and ±90◦ ). The results indicate that the spatial baselines and baseline
inclination angles affect the results significantly. For the same baseline error, the larger the
spatial baseline is, the smaller the DEM errors will be, and vice versa. On the other hand,
for the same baseline error, the larger the inclination angle, the smaller the DEM errors
will become, and vice versa. This also means that keeping a small inclination angle can
improve the accuracy of the DEM estimate. The results also suggest that baseline errors are
a major error source in GEOSAR DEM generation, especially for small baselines and those
with large inclination angles.

Figure 9. DEM errors due to baseline errors with respect to different spatial baselines and baseline
inclination angles (i.e., 0◦ , ±30◦ , ±60◦ , and ±90◦ for (a−d)). Nominal look angle of 4.8◦ is used [72].

Figure 10 shows the 3D displacements of the Kilauea volcano estimated with a joint
model and a weighted-least-squares (WLS) approach [51]. In general, the three deformation
components are similar, especially the up component. However, the ground subsidence
at the caldera derived from WLS based method are somewhat smaller than that from the
jointly model. Since the caldera switched from deflation to inflation from 19 June 2007,
some subsidence was neutralized by the subsequent uplift in the PALSAR descending
measurement that covers a longer period.
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Figure 10. (a–c) East, north, and up displacement components of Kilauea volcano from ascending
PALSAR images acquired on 5 May and 20 June 2007 and a surface displacement model. (d–f) The
same displacement components estimated from weighted-least-squares adjustment of InSAR and
MAI results from both the ascending PALSAR data and descending PALSAR data of 28 February
and 16 July 2007 [84].

5. Overall Discussion and Main Conclusions
SAR provides high-resolution and high-precision information for topographic mapping. DEM estimation and derived products are highly valuable and are still a major
application for SAR, especially when using InSAR. Repeat-pass InSAR suffers from temporal decorrelation and is not useable in many areas of the world though, so that StereoSAR
can be an alternative for providing up to date DEMs. Semi-Global Matching (SGM) provides an improved matching strategy that can enhance the quality of DEMs created with
StereoSAR. The stricter requirements on precise epipolar image pairs for SGM can be
challenging though.
Bi-static InSAR is under most circumstances the better alternative though. Currently,
StereoSAR may be necessary for receiving updated DEMs, as the acquisition capability of
the TanDEM-X mission is limited, but in the foreseeable future, more bi-static missions will
be available, and even more SAR constellations will offer repeat-pass acquisitions with
very small temporal baselines (e.g., 1 day) that can also be suitable for many scenarios.
InSAR is inherently a relative measurement process though, so that InSAR derived
DEMs are always relative to a reference point. This usually requires the installation of a
ground-control point to transform the relative DEM to an absolute DEM.
SAR geodesy offers a way to generate precise “ground-control points” from SAR data,
using an additional image acquired in a stereo-configuration. This allows the precise generation of reference points in decimeter, or if processed even more precisely, in centimeter
precision. This very high absolute positioning precision is a unique feature of SAR geodesy
and invaluable for many applications.
With the foreseeable rising number of bi-static and multi-static SAR systems, an
increase in available bi- and multi-static data is to be expected. Such data offer new
opportunities, for example, in the estimation of surface deformations with SAR. However,
as we showed in our research, the standard PSI approaches need to be adjusted to deal
with the special properties of such data. This is possible though and can drastically
improve the processing in dense urban areas especially in areas with many high-rise
buildings [28–30]. Even more, we believe that, in future research, more approaches to
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make full use of the available data from bi- or multi-static images for surface motion
estimation will be developed.
For what concerns InSAR with decorrelating targets, the following conclusions are
drawn. First, joint exploitation of DS and PS targets for time series InSAR analysis can
largely mitigate the problem of insufficient measurement points in natural environment.
In this way, the quality of InSAR results can be improved significantly. Second, with the
deformation measurements derived by the refined InSAR analysis, we can determine the
landslide boundary and characterize the spatial–temporal pattern of landslide surface
deformation more accurately. What is more, we can efficiently identify potential landslide
hazards in active deformation from the InSAR results, which may provide key information to support disaster prevention and early warning across wide areas. Thirdly, using
available archived satellite SAR data stacks, we can reconstruct the evolution life cycle of
an active landslide, such as the Sunkoshi landslide in North Nepal. With the increasingly
accumulated InSAR observations collected by satellites such as Sentinel-1, it is possible
to implement continuous and periodic deformation monitoring to facilitate geohazard
risk management.
For what concerns tomographic imaging and ground cancellation, the following conclusions are drawn. Results from TropiSCAT clearly indicate that canopy scattering is more
stable than ground scattering level, consistently with the physical explanation that ground
scattering is more affected by changing moisture conditions. Based on previous studies at
the same test-site, the observed variation of 1–1.5 dB in the 7-day tomograms would entail
a biomass retrieval error of around 50–80 t/ha, which is on the order of about 20% or better.
The analysis of ground-canceled images was particularly relevant as directly linked to AGB
retrieval algorithms to be implemented for the BIOMASS Mission. In accordance with
theoretical models, experiments indicate that temporal decorrelation mostly affects scarcely
vegetated areas, whereas in high biomass regions levels the radiometric error is limited to
within 1 dB. Overall, these results support the feasibility of extracting accurate biophysical
information from repeat-pass BIOMASS data, concerning both the tomographic and the
interferometric phase of the Mission [12].
The research on temporal effects was not limited to a quantification of the resulting
errors; it also included extending experiments of previously developed signal processing methods based on the Differential Tomography framework to compensate for such
effects. The results from P-Band BioSAR 1 data clearly indicate that in particular fully
model-based Differential Tomography [46,47] can be effective in sensibly compensating
long-term decorrelation blurring effects in the vertical image reconstruction. It is worth
noting, however, that this interesting and potentially fruitful functionality of discrimination
and thus mitigation of temporal decorrelation in the tomographic imaging and information
extraction is related to the availability of a sparse (non-linear) baseline-time acquisition
pattern, that is not currently planned for the BIOMASS mission. A straightforward implication of these results would be thus considering the opportunity for further characterization
of the technique, and its engineering, in the context of follow-on or future ESA projects for
low-frequency SAR missions, in particular, but not limited to, BIOMASS and ROSE-L, in
parallel to possible planning of experimental tomographic mission phases with non-linear
and usefully non-monotonic baseline-time sampling.
As for forest-height retrieval, results indicate that the best approach could result
from a joint use of non-parametric and parametric methods, to merge the capability of
model-based retrieval to work without requiring parameter tuning and the computational
efficiency and accuracy of SAR tomography [69].
The work on AlpTomoSAR data fully demonstrates that the quality of a tomographic
airborne survey is not limited in any sense by platform stability during the acquisition,
under the condition that tomographic processing is correctly implemented, therefore
supporting the possibility of tomographic imaging by using small satellite formation [71].
The research from Subproject 3 considered the potential of daily DEM generation
from using geosynchronous SAR sensors, addressing the role of spatial baselines and
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inclination angles, and introduced new methods for atmospheric correction and surface
deformation modeling that allow for improved performance while using the available
space-borne data. The research finally considered the case of terrestrial radar interferometry,
demonstrating the potential for accurate monitoring of bridges with unprecedented spatial
and temporal resolutions.
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